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Vous pouvez librement télécharger ce document ainsi que les documents correspondant aux autres missions sur la page web 
réservée à chaque mission, sur le site www.cybelle-planete.org. Il est nécessaire que vous puissiez communiquer en anglais 
durant certaine mission, nous vous présentons donc certains documents en anglais. Le texte de ce document est développé en 
collaboration avec le projet. Chaque année il sera mis à jour, si nécessaire. Cela dit, vous risquez, une fois sur le terrain de 
constater des différences entre ce que vous avez lu et ce que vous vivez. Il faut comprendre que pour réaliser et suivre un 
programme lié à la faune sauvage, une certaine flexibilité est requise. 
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Project presentation  

The Mongolian Great Khural declared the Reserve Status (category III) for the Hustai Nuruu area measuring over 
50000 hectares in 1993. In 2002, Hustai National Park was registered in the UNESCO’s Man and Biosphere 
Network. 

Since 1993 the project is responsible for the national park management contracted by the Mongolian Ministry of 
Nature and Environment. The main objectives are: To protect HNP’s ecosystem; to reintroduce Przewalski horses; 
to become an International research and training center; to develop ecotourism; and to develop the Buffer-zone 
area. 

Within the framework of this project, many positive activities were done such as the sustainable development of 
ecosystem of the national park and the restoration and protection of biodiversity, and the improvement of the 
buffer-zone people’s livelihood.  

Project’s activity 

Protection 

To protect and restore HNP’s ecosystem is one of the project’s priority objectives.  

 To protect nature  

 To protect HNPT’s property  

 To protect public order within HNP 

 Protection unit’s work consists of the guidelines below:  

 To organize the protection activity  

 To train and specialize its staff  

 To improve its working conditions  

Takhi reintroduction  

Przewalski horses (Equus przewalski) or Takhis as Mongolians call them are the only living wild ancestor of the 
domestic horse. The Mongolians have known the takhi freely roaming in the Central Asian plains. But, N.M. 
Przewalski a Russian traveler found a skin and a skull of a Takhi and took them back to Russia. They were studied 
by I.S. Polyakov, a researcher of the Mammal Section of the Zoological museum of Russian Tsar, identified them 
as parts of previously unknown and new species of wild horse and recorded in the classifications of fauna for 
scientific research purposes. Around the turn of 20th century 53 foals were caught and taken to Europe and 
divided among a number of zoos and private parks including Ascania-nova of Ukraine and Hamburg of Germany. 
This became the basis for forced distribution of this animal throughout. But the last takhi in Mongolia went 
extinct in the wild because of human and natural factors in the end of 1960s. 

The former Cabinet of Ministers of Mongolian People’s Republic has passed a resolution to reintroduce Takhi in 
Mongolia on November 28, 1980. Based on this initiative, the project established a relationship with the FRPH 
(Foundation Reserves Przewalski Horse). A Dutch, Mongolian and Russian joint expedition began to search 
possible release areas throughout Mongolia since 1990. Based on this expedition’s research they selected Hustain 
Nuruu and preparation work began. 

15 Takhis were brought to Mongolia on June 5, 1992. Afterwards, and every 2 years until the year 2000, a total of 
84 Takhis were brought to Hustain Nuruu. Now the number of takhis has reached more than 410 with 42 breeding 
harems in the Hustai National Park in Mongolia, which is the biggest Takhis horse population in the world. Other 
smallerTakhis population can be found in Takhin-Tal in the Dzungarian Gobi and in Khomiin Tal (North-western 
Mongolia), plus 3 parks in China and 1 park in Russia. 
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Research 

Research works are done under the instruction of the national park:  monitoring research on HNP’s plant and 
vegetation, wild animals’ population and their movement, Takhi’s ethnology and its reproduction by our 
biologists; training research, bachelor and master students and PhD students do their own research work in HNP.  

Every year we select around 20 students from national universities, biological institutes’, ecological and tourism 
departments in order to give them a chance to do field research work. Most of them write research material 
based on their work. Also we receive International students who want to do research work in HNP.  

Ecotourism 

The project is very successful in ecotourism and tourists’ number is increasing every year. The “Hustai” tourist 
resort is open year round and can accommodate up to 90 visitors at a time and 40 visitors during the winter time. 
The “Hustai” tourist resort has a nice restaurant, comfortable hotel rooms and yurts, showers and toilets. Beside 
these facilities the resort has an information center, souvenir shop, conference room, and sports field.  

Also tourists can visit ancient graves and statues, deer stone sites and ruins of Buddhist stupas while they are 
enjoying seeing the wild life. In recent years we have been paying attention in order to develop a cultural based 
tourism, the project will show nomadic people’s traditional life style and traditional methods of making milk 
products as well as how to produce felt and other materials. 

The national park receives 10 000 foreign tourists and 7 000 domestic visitors per year from various continents. 
And almost 75 percent of the tourists come from Western Europe and North America.  

Buffer-zone development 

Local people’s involvement in nature conservation is vital. Therefore many activities are implemented to develop 
Buffer-zones and improve local people’s livelihood in order to help solve its urgent social problems. 

Since 1993, small projects were implemented such as medical aid, help to create small businesses, support for 
women, and help in improving local schools and agriculture.  

Species 

The takhi 

Przewalski's Horse or Dzungarian Horse, is a rare and endangered subspecies of wild horse (Equus ferus) native to 
the steppes of central Asia, specifically China and Mongolia. The Przewalski Horse (Equus przewalskii Poliakov) or 
Takhi as the Mongolians call it, is a rather small, sturdy animal with a short, strong neck. The horses are sand-
coloured all over except for a dark stripe running along the spine that continues down the dark coloured tail, 
covered by light hairs. The nose is cream-colored and the legs have light zebra stripes. Their erect manes and tails 
are dark brown. Prehistoric drawings in French caves and Spain show that primitive humans hunted these horses 
over 20,000 years ago. 

The earliest written reports on Przewalski horses date from the ninth century and in 1226 a herd of Przewalski 
horses is said to have caused Gangis Khan to fall off his horse. For millennia they roamed the Eurasian steppes. 

The increasing human population drove the Przewalski horses to remote areas and eventually they were forced of 
the steppe into the Zuungariin Gobi-desert in Southwest Mongolia. The harsh living conditions in the desert 
reduced the changes of survival and when nomads with their domestic horses, camels, and sheep also inhabited 
the desert, the number of Przewalski horses decreased dramatically. The intensive hunting of Przewalski horses 
by the Kazachs was the final blow. The last Takhi was seen in 1969 near Gun Tamga. 

Przewalski horses have become extinct in the wild only recently, in the second half of the twentieth century. 
Happily, some horses did survive (in zoos or private collections). 

After careful preparation and breeding, the reintroduction of the Przewalski horses was implemented in the 
nineties in several Mongolian nature reserves. Up till now, only the reintroduction in the Hustai National Park 
seems to have been successful. 
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The existence of 2n=66 chromosomes in Przewalski horse identifies it as being more different from its domestic 
relatives (2n=64). They also show a number of other consistent differences in their appearance: the manes of 
Przewalski horses are erect with no forelock, and the upper part of the tail has short guard hairs, unlike domestic 
horses, which have long, falling manes and long guard hairs all over the tail; a dark dorsal stripe runs from the 
mane down the back and dorsal side of the tail to the tail tuft; three to ten dark stripes can be present on the 
carpus and, generally, the tarsus. Przewalski horses, contrary to domestic horses, shed their tail and mane hair 
once a year and Przewalski wild horses show us standard dun color, but domestic horse coat color varies greatly. 
The mean totally height is around 140 cm, for a weight around 270 kg.  

In the wild, Przewalski Horses live in social groups consisting of a dominant stallion, a dominant lead mare, other 
mares, and their offspring. The patterns of their daily lives exhibit horse behavior similar to that of feral horse 
herds. Each group has a well-defined home range; within the range, the herd travels between three and six miles 
a day, spending time grazing, drinking, using salt licks and dozing. At night, the herd clusters and sleeps for about 
four hours. Ranges of different herds may overlap without conflict, as the stallions are more protective of their 
mares than their territory. 

Stallions practice a form of scent marking and will establish piles of dung at intervals along routes they normally 
travel to warn other males of their presence. In addition, when a female in the herd urinates, the stallion will 
frequently urinate in the same place, to signal her membership in the herd to other males. The stallions can 
frequently be seen sniffing dung piles to confirm scent markings. 

Other species 

Around 450 species of vascular plants belong to 214 genera and 65 families grow in the Hustai National Park. 
Hustai nuruu has ample vegetation, several springs and birch forest, and rocks which are suitable for many wild 
animals.  

There are about 46 species of mammals including red deer, roe deer, wild boar, white tailed gazelles, Przewalski 
horses, argali sheep, marmots, Eurasian badgers, grey wolves, fox, manul cat and lynx.  

Besides, there are 217 species of birds such as demoiselle cranes, cinereous vultures, black storks, great bustards, 
saker falcons, steppe eagles, spotted woodpeckers etc.  

Researchers have recorded over 400 species of insects in the park. 

Volunteer’s role 

The main objective of this program is intended to seek out support and contribution from volunteers from around 
the world in order to help in our work- doing research on adaptation, biological and ethological issues of wild 
horse takhi reintroduction, field ecosystem research and all other activities taking place in Hustai National Park 
(HNP).       

Ecovolunteers will do observation on Przewalski horse in order to find out home range, habit use and behavior of 
these wild horses. Observation form and field equipments will be taught by ecovolunteers coordinators in the 
field to ecovolunteers. 

The general method is to follow Przewalski horses group by foot. And during the observation, ecovolunteers will 
measure air temperature, wind speed and note weather conditions, Przewalski horse group’s activity and 
location. The project will provide wind equipment to measure air temperature, wind speed and a GPS to note 
location.  

The data and information collected by ecovolunteers is used by the resident biologists and researchers to help 
them manage the reintroduction of Takhi into the wild, and to aid the study and protection of the forest-steppe 
ecosystem. Moreover ecovolunteers will be given insight into the traditional, nomadic style of life of the 
Mongolian people. 

Ecovolunteers have 1 session of observations in the morning. Monday to Friday is dedicated in the observation of 
Przewalski horses. In the afternoon ecovolunteers can be involve other park activities such as guiding tourist to 
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field visit, help information center and souvenir shop, sorting library, clean research center, teach English to 
children of HNP staff. Please do not hesitate to ask for extra activities to the volunteer coordinator. 

Ecovolunteers will have normal days off on weekends and a half day off during the week: 5 working days and 2 
days off during weekends. During weekends the project will organize tours to nomadic families and Ulaanbaatar 
sightseeing tours. 

Useful skills / requirements 

The project does not demand any specific skills.  

The only requirement is that ecovolunteers can walk at least 10 km per day. For horse observations, depending 
on the harems’ behavior and habitat you may have to work between 2 and 10 km. 

Moreover, to participate to this program, you must :  

 Be 18 or over, 

 Be flexible regarding meals (people with specific dietary requirements must specify their needs when 
booking), 

 Be prepared to be immerged in a new culture. 

Program schedule 

Day 1: transfer to the project’s office at Ulaanbaatar, and transfer to the National park (if arrival before 18:00) 

Day 2 – 9: work at the park following the program schedule above 

Day 10: transfer to Ulaanbaatar.  

Typical program schedule for one week 

Weekday Observation 
Other 
activities 

Performance Introduction 

Monday 6 - 12 16-17  17.30 – 18.30 

Tuesday 
6 - 12 

(6 – 16) 
16-18 20-21  

Wednesday 6 - 12 16-17  17.30 – 18.30 

Thursday 
6 – 12 

(6 – 16) 
16-18   

Friday 
6 - 12 

(6 – 16) 
16-18 20-21  

Saturday Trip 

Sunday Day off 

1. The duration and timing of observations will vary depending on the season. 

2. Observations will be carried out in the morning from 6.00 till 12.00 and sometimes from 6.00 till 16.00.  

3. Every Tuesday and Friday ecovolunteers can watch documentary films about rare and endangered 
animals of Mongolia and reintroduction of takhi horse from 20.00- 21.00 

If ecovolunteer agrees, he/she can rest as well as can participate in other works and help Hustai staff to 
improve their English in the afternoon from 16.00 till 18.00 which will be coordinated by the 
ecovolunteers coordinator.   
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4. Every Monday and Friday from 17.30 till 18.30 pm biologists will give presentations about takhi, other 
wildlife and vegetation or staff of the buffer zone development project will explain their activities.  

Note: Snow storms, strong winds and heavy rain happen occasionally.  In these climate conditions the project will 
cancel ecovolunteers daily work and will ask them to stay at the tourist camp. 

Location 

Hustai National Park is located 100 km away from the west side of the capital city Ulaanbaatar, it is a total area of 
50,000 ha steppe and mountain steppe. 

The national park is surrounded by 350,000 ha of buffer zone which is where the herding families live. 

Hustai National Park lays 105023I-105037I East West longitude between Argalant, Altanbulag and Bayankhangai 
sums of Tuv province; at a northern latitude of 47035I-47052I. In geomorphologic terms, Hustai National Park 
belongs to the Khentii area of Khan-Khentii Nuruu Mountains of the steppe and mountain steppe region of 
Mongolia, Asia. 

Hustai nuruu belongs to Mongol Dagur’s vegetation region and has unique landscapes like forest steppe and hills. 
The elevation of HNP ranges between 1190-1800 m above sea level and its highest point is at Hustai Khan’s 
Khushoot peak (1800) m above sea level and the lowest point is Tariat spring (1190 m).   

HNP’s annual average precipitation is 136.3 -143.7 mm.  

Mongolia has a continental climate with 4 seasons. Annual precipitation is 200 mm, summer time temperature is 
between 25-35°C and winter time is on average minus 25-35°C.  

Travel information 

Dates 

Although the national park is open throughout the year, Ecovolunteers are welcome from Marsh till November. 
The length of participation is minimum 15 days and maximum 3 months. 

Internships 

The project does not accept interns. 

Children 

The project accepts volunteers at least 14 years of age. 

Capacity  

The project accepts a maximum of 8 ecovolunteers at the same time. 

Join the project 

Ecovolunteer arrives at Chinggis Khaan International Airport (Ulaanbaatar airport) or at the Ulaanbaatar train 
station (through the famous trans-siberian railway).  

On the first day, the project will pick up the ecovolunteer, travel to their Ulaanbaatar office (25 km from airport), 
and go to the camp of Hustai National Park if it is not too late (you should organize your travel to be picked up 
before 21:00). It is also possible to organize a pick up from a hotel at Ulaanbaatar. This service is free of charge. 

The day of your departure, if your flight time is after 10:00, the project can drive you to the airport (2 hours 
driving) and you would arrive 2 hours before your flight departure. This transfer will cost you 40 €. If your flight 
time is before 10:00 or if you want to continue your travels in Mongolia, the project will bring you back to a hotel 
in Ulaanbaatar for free the day before. Then you will have to organize your transfer to the airport by yourself (taxi 
service). 
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Language 

English. Although the language used with ecovolunteers is English the English spoken is basic. Please be patient 
and tolerant! 

Communication 

The project has direct radio communication between Hustai National Park and Ulaanbaatar office. There is also a 
phone at the Hustai tourist camp. There is neither internet nor mobile network. You are advised to inform your 
family and friends that you will not be directly contactable, they will be able to send you emails at the project 
email address, these message will then be printed and passed on to you.  

Clothing and equipment:  

The project recommends ecovolunteers to bring with them the items listed below: 

You should bring comfortable, practical hiking clothes. There are laundry facilities at Hustai and so a few outfits of 
colors that don’t bleed, quick drying clothes are a good idea. Strong comfortable walking shoes with good grip 
and ankle support are vital, as you will be doing a lot of walking. 

In the summer the temperature can be cool in the early morning but warm up quickly towards the afternoon so it 
is advised that you dress in layers.  

You should bring waterproof and windproof clothing to account for summer showers and variable autumn 
weather. 

When in the field it is best to wear long tightly woven cotton or synthetic pants as Siberian needle grass seeds will 
work their way through tracksuit pants or woollen socks and their sharp points can be very uncomfortable. If you 
wish to wear shorts then bring garters to protect your socks. 

Below are some other items you are recommended to bring with you. 

 Small backpack / day sack; 

 Waterproof jacket and trousers; 

 Soft boots for trip or strong, waterproof shoes 

 Sun cream; 

 Mosquito / insect repellent; 

 Warm clothing (several layers) – it can be cold in any season. 

 Waterproof gloves, scarf, hat or cap. 

 Clothes for warm weather (it can reach 35°C during summer) 

 Woollen socks. 

 Compass, if desired. 

 Binoculars (e.g. 8 x 50). 

 Field guides for bird life, mammals, flora etc. 

 Mongolian phrasebook 

 Camera 

 Personal first aid kit including anti-diarrhoea medication and rehydration salts. 

 Thermos or water bottle. 

 Good flashlight (with spare batteries and globe). 

 Large pocket knife. 
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 Alarm clock. 

 Chocolate or other dietary necessities. 

 Documentary film about your home country (to share information about your home country and culture) 

Mongolia has come a long way in the last few years. Basic clothing, toiletries and food are readily available in 
Ulaanbaatar. If you have too much luggage or for get to bring some items you should be able to buy them in 
Ulaanbaatar before continuing out to Hustai National Park. The project will provide ecovolunteer with bedding 
such as blanket, sheet and pillow as well as towels. 

Local voltage is 220V (2 pin plug). 

When in nature, when in the presence of wildlife, so as to impact their environments as little as possible, please 
do not wear brightly colored or high-contrast clothing and rucksack, but do wear subdued, muted or neutral 
colors, like khaki, tan, beige, green brown, etc. Also don’t use material that cracks when  you walk or when you 
use it. And don’t wear perfume or after-shave lotion, do refrain from smoking and use unscented deodorant. 
Please do not pollute the natural environment with foreign sights, sounds and smells. 

If you are a smoker and intend to smoke while at Hustai, please bring an empty film canister in which to store 
your butts. Cigarette butts are a potential fire hazard in the park and all pollution is discouraged. Rubbish can be 
discarded in rubbish bins at the camp. 

Accommodation 

Ecovolunteer will live in traditional ger (yurt), a large, round, traditional tent of 6 meters in diameters. 2 
ecovolunteers will share a ger. The gers are equipped with beds, chairs, tables, and wood stove. Gers are located 
at the tourist camp, where there are modern showers and toilets. At the Research center, there are wooden 
toilets and no shower. There are laundry facilities at the tourist camp.  

The tourist camp is located 15 km away from research site and the project brings ecovolunteer to both locations 
by car. 

Food 

Ecovolunteers will have breakfast (buffet style), lunch and dinner at the restaurant of the Hustai tourist camp. If 
necessary, the project cook will prepare picnic lunchs if ecovolunteers are to stay in the field during day time. 
Pure water is available at the Research center. 

The project kitchen prepares mostly European and Mongolian meals as well as vegetarian meals. 

Other activities 

Outside of your working hours, you can voluntarily help the camp staff to improve its English. French or German 
speaking ecovolunteers can help the project by working as a tour guides, helping and gardening at the tourist 
camp…. 

During the week the volunteer coordinator may ask you to work only on mornings. This may let you plenty time 
to walk around the Park or rest. However, some ecovolunteer may prefer to be more active, please do not 
hesitate to ask the volunteer coordinator for more work ! 

On the weekends, one or two days are reserved for a special trip. Ecovolunteer will travel around the beautiful 
Hustai National Park, learning about historical stone monuments, wild animals and the customs of nomadic 
herding families. Round trips inside the Hustai national Park are free of charge of ecovolunteers. 

You will also be able to travel to Ulaanbaatar city and visit Buddhist temples (such as the Gandantegchylen 
Monastery), the Natural History Museum, and see Folk dance performances. All trip outside the Hustai national 
Park (ex: visit to Ulaabaatar) will be charged to pay transport expenses. 

Finally ecovolunteers will have the opportunity to experience nomadic life and customs with an overnight visit 
with herding families. It will be possible to stay with a family in the same ger or in a separate tent. Your may learn 
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several things such as milking and taking care of the cattle and sheep, traditional methods of processing milk and 
sheep skin, sewing national costumes, as well as learning traditional games of ankle bones… Please be aware that 
nomad don’t usually speak English, you will be accompanied by a guide. Nomads have a busy life with their 
lifestock, and ecovolunteers may feel a little bit “lost”, juts remind that they are real nomads, living in real steppe, 
and with a culture very different from ours!  

Horse riding: The project has some domestic horses and proposes horse riding at specific times. Domestic horse 
care in the hustai park  is real low in terms of horse life conditions, as horses are considered as “wild” animals 
living in an enclosure; they do not receive specific treatments as “European” domestic horses. This said, Cybelle 
Planète has already signaled to the project that domestic horses living condition in the camp are not acceptable 
according European criteria. Cybelle Planète does not propose to ecovolunteers horse riding activity and asks you 
to ride horses, if you decide to, out of the ecovolunteer program and hours. 

Useful information 

Currency 

Mongolian Tugrik 

At the tourist camp, there is no ATM or bank office. But the tourist camp accepts various currencies such as Euro, 
USD or Swiss Francs. And during the city tour ecovolunteers will be able to get exchange money on the week-
ends. 

Extra expenses 

If you requested a transport to Ulaanbaatar or other destination during your time at the project camp, you can 
rent a vehicle with a driver for 0, 80 € per km. 

On the day of your departure, if you want to organize a direct transfer from the Hustai National Park to the 
airport, this will cost you 40 €. 

The taxi service from Ulaanbaatar to the airport is around 50 €. 

Evaluating your budget 

 Average meal at a restaurant is 4-8 Euros 

 Average hotel at Ulaanbaatar is 60-100 Euros per night 

 1.5 liter bottle water is around 1 Euro 

 Package of cookies is 0.5-2 Euro depends of quality and size 

 Internet cafe – 1 hour = 20 cents 

 Phone card –depends on country it will be around 20-50 cents per minute 

 1 bottle beer – 80 cents- 1 Euro 

Information to help you better understand Mongolia’s culture during your stay 

Community Based Tours is a new initiative that was created by a group of international donor agencies to help 
Mongolia’s rural herders generate additional income. The goal is to make a tourism product that gives a true 
picture of Mongolian people’s nomadic life. Since the beginning, the local communities have participated in the 
design and management of this initiative. The money you spend helps the local people to improve their livelihood 
directly. 

Some suggestions 

 Please make sure your belongings don’t pollute the environment. 

 Please, do your best to respect local traditions and customs. 
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 Take any medication you might need, especially for upset stomach. 

 Take small gifts such as candy, fruit or cookies for your hosts. 

 Beware of dogs! They are there to guard the ger. 

 Have suitable clothing for both warm and cold weather. 

 Buy local products and use local services as much as possible. Ask your guide to do so as well. 

 Ask permission before taking photographs. 

Mongolian Customs 

When in a ger 

 When entering a ger. Move in a clockwise direction to the west and north. The east side of the ger is the 
women’s side and the west side is the men’s side. The most respected position in a ger is opposite the 
entrance and is generally reserved for the eldest or guests.  

 Do not walk on the threshold of the ger doorway and never stand in a doorway with your arms bracing 
the door frame. 

 When in a ger, do not lean on ger poles or walk between them. 

 On some Mongolian households, you will be asked to remove your shoes upon entering. Follow your 
host’s example. When sitting, do not allow the soles of your feet face anyone or rest them on furniture – 
it is offensive.  

 Women should not sit cross-legged in a ger. 

  Never sit on tables. 

  Hats should always be placed with the open end down. A man’s hat, and/or deel sash should never be 
placed on the floor and should not touch other’s hats/sashes. 

 Do not whistle indoors. 

 Avoid placing valuables on the floors – others may get the impression that they are unimportant and do 
as they wish with them. 

 Gifts are never given immediately, but rather some time is spent in conversation. Gifts are also not to be 
opened in the giver’s presence. 

While eating or drinking 

 When giving or receiving food or drink, you should do so with your right hand extended and left hand 
supporting the right hand elbow or with two hands.  

 It is also polite to first roll down your sleeves or the action of doing so if you are not wearing long sleeves 
beforehand. 

 It’s not polite to refuse tea, food or “white food” when offered. 

 When offered vodka or airag, accept it. If you would rather not drink it, simply bring it to your lips and 
return it to the person who handed it to you. 

 When visiting someone’s home, always finish your tea. 

 Hold your cup or bowl by the bottom or sides, but never by the rim.  

 Avoid standing. 

 If food or other items are placed out when a group sits together, it is communal property. Cigarettes, for 
example, placed on the table belong to the group. 
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 Never leave a knife standing in meat. 

 Mongolians believe that cold drinks aren’t good for the stomach. 

 Mongolian people don’t like to talk while eating. 

 Mongolians generally do not like to eat outside. 

Manners and mannerisms 

 When and if you step on someone’s foot, quickly shake their right hand and say “uuchlaarai”. 

 Mongolians touch each other more than foreigners. It is normal to see men or women holding hands or 
putting arm around each other’s shoulders. 

 It is normal for Mongolians to not introduce the friends they are with friends they meet. 

 Mongolian friends often visit each other’s homes unexpectedly, without notice. 

 If given a gift of food in a container that is expected to be returned, do not return the empty container to 
its owner. Always return it with something inside (candy, cookies, etc). 

 It is oddly redundant to say “Sain baina uu” to the same person more than once in the same day. 

 When greeted, you should always reply that all is well. Later in conversation, you may discuss difficulties 
or problems. 

 A conversation should begin with inquiries about family, livestock, personal health, etc… then, you may 
discuss business. 

  If you take a person’s photograph, it is polite to give that person a copy. 

 If you notice someone’s deel sash is loose or dragging, even if you do not know them. 

 Always mount and dismount a horse from on its left side. 

 When given a knife or scissors, offer the handle, not the blade.  

 It is rude to point at someone with your index finger. 

 It is very rude to put your thumb between two fingers. It is polite, however to show your middle finger as 
a sign that something is normal, medium or all right. 

Formal Occasions 

 The passing/exchanging of snuff bottles is reserved for formal occasions. You may sniff the bottle as 
received or sample bit by placing a small amount on your thumb and sniffing it. However, when returning 
the bottle to its owner, be sure the cup is not closed for you may be sending the message that you do not 
like him/her. 

 During a funeral or with the death of a loved one, usually condolences are not said to those in pain, 
however after the grief has subsided, it is okay to question their well-being. 

White food 

 Mongolians will never put water into milk…only vice versa. 

 If Mongolians spill airag, milk or any dairy products on the ground, they will dip their fingers into and 
touch it lightly to their forehead. 

 When a housewife makes milk-tea in the morning, she must raise the choicest part of the tea to the sky – 
some say to the sun, some say to the Earth mother. The same is true for airag and vodka.  
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Beliefs 

 Some Mongolians believe that if you throw “dirty” trash in a ger fire (i.e. animal products, vegetable 
peels, bloody items), you will upset the Gods. 

 Do not spin your hat on your finger, you will invite bad spirits.  

 Tuesdays and Saturdays are “bad”… people will not build buildings, move, travel, or food shop on these 
days.  

 If you trip when entering someone’s home, it is considered good luck. However, if you trip when leaving 
someone’s ger – pick up something from the ground, re-enter and throw it into the fire. If leaving an 
apartment, just re-enter the home before leaving. 

 Some Mongolians have names like “not this”, “no name”, “bad dog”, “not anyone”, “not human” etc. 
These names are given because of birth complications leading to miscarriage experienced with former 
pregnancies. 

 Mongolians do not like cats. If one crosses their way, they spit over their left shoulder three times.  

 Women should avoid sitting in the corner of a table. It is believed that doing so will ensure a lonely life. 

 If two pregnant women greet each other, the gender of their babies will be switched. 

 If you lie to a pregnant woman you will upset the child. 

Medical information 

Before departure 

Please consult your doctor (and dentist if needed). 

For medical details please refer to the French Foreign Affairs Ministry website :  

http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/conseils-aux-voyageurs/   

Additional information can be found online on the World Health Organization website:  

http://www.who.int/countries/en/  

In case of an emergency 

Project staff if trained for First Aid Emergency. The Project is located at 100 km from Ulaanbaatar, it would take 
45 min. to reach the nearest town, Argalant (to see a doctor), and 2 hours to reach the capital city’s hospital.  

Insurance 

Cybelle Planète is covered by a MAIF insurance plan (Contract n° 3100988H). All of our ecovolunteering sessions 
are insured automatically by this contract for: civil liability, repatriation, and accidents. This insurance is included 
in our membership.  

Nor matter which program you chose we highly recommend subscribing a cancellation, loss or damage of 
luggage, flight delay insurance as well. Neither Cybelle Planète nor its partners can be held responsible for the 
fees that could have been covered by cancellation insurance. You can find more information about insurance on 
our website: www.cybelle-planete.org. 

Passport/Visa and country information 

For border regulation details please refer to the French Foreign Affairs Ministry website:  
http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/conseils-aux-voyageurs/ 

Congés éco-solidaires  

The project can welcome employees as ecovolonteers, thanks to the financial support of their employer*, within 
the framework of their agreed upon annual vacations. To enable this, the employer must have first established a 
Ecotime-off partnership (congé éco-solidaire) with the non-profit Cybelle Planète. The employers sponsorship 

http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/conseils-aux-voyageurs/
http://www.who.int/countries/en/
http://www.cybelle-planete.org/
http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/conseils-aux-voyageurs/
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donation** will allow the project to finance the necessary material and manpower to sustain itself as well as the 
hosting of the ecovolunteers. Thus one or more employees can participate. You can find more information about 
Ecotime-off partnerships on our website: www.cybelle-planete.org  

By going to these projects alone or as a group, the employees will be able to bring their skills and motivation as 
well as learn new skills and know-how. It is a sustainable process that allows employers and their employees to 
implement their commitment towards biodiversity and the planet. 

If you want to establish an Ecotime-off partnership please contact us : info@cybelle-planete.org or + 00 33 4 67 
65 25 60. 

* Every legal form of establishment can create an Ecotime-off partnership with Cybelle Planète: private business, 
business Foundation, non-profit or public establishment. 

** Every donation made to Cybelle Planète gives the right to a tax deduction (for all establishments or people 
who are taxable in France). 

 

http://www.cybelle-planete.org/
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Formulaire d’aptitude médicale écovolontaire 
Ce formulaire doit être impérativement rempli, signé et renvoyé scanné à info@cybelle-planete.org  

NE PAS IMPRIMER CETTE PAGE SVP 

 

Toutes les informations contenues dans ce formulaire sont exclusivement réservées au traitement de votre 
dossier d’inscription et pourront être éventuellement utilisées en cas de nécessité médicale. Ces informations 
sont confidentielles et ne seront pas divulguées en dehors de cet usage. 

Vous allez participer à une mission d’écovolontariat. Lors de cette mission, vous allez prendre part à 
des travaux de terrain (repérages dans la nature, maintenance des infrastructures, ou soins prodigués 
aux animaux sauvages…) dans des conditions parfois difficiles. Vous allez peut-être séjourner dans un 
lieu très isolé, où les conditions climatiques sont extrêmes (fortes températures et humidité), et où les 
conditions de vie sont basiques (électricité sporadique, pas d’eau chaude ni de toilettes 
« occidentales » …). Votre expérience se fera au sein d’un groupe, constitué le plus souvent par des 
personnes venant d’autres pays et avec des cultures différentes de la vôtre.   

Bien que l’écovolontariat soit une expérience enrichissante et passionnante, il est important d’y 
prendre part dans des conditions optimales pour vous et pour le projet qui vous accueille. Votre 
condition physique et mentale va impacter les autres membres de l’équipe et le projet d’accueil, dans 
le sens où tous les participants partagent les travaux quotidiens et vivent ensemble. Afin de pouvoir 
éviter d’éventuelles difficultés, nous vous demandons de bien vouloir nous décrire, le plus 
honnêtement possible, votre état physique et émotionnel.  

Les conséquences de déclarations médicales mensongères et/ou omises peuvent s’avérer très 
contraignantes pour toute l’équipe impliquée dans la mission, voire dangereuses dans certains cas 
(missions en haute mer, dans des sites très isolés…).  

A savoir : Le participant n’a aucun intérêt à dissimuler ou travestir la réalité de son état de santé. 
Quelle que soit leur situation médicale, tous les projets ont vocation à accepter un maximum de 
participants. Pour cette raison, ils restent à l’écoute et se montrent très compréhensifs quant aux 
divers problèmes de santé que peut connaître un candidat. Toutes les solutions sont envisagées pour 
permettre au candidat de participer au projet, quel que soit son état de santé et dans la mesure du 
possible.  

 

AVERTISSEMENT : Toute fausse déclaration, omission ou information mensongère pourra être 
sanctionnée par l’exclusion immédiate et définitive du participant à ses frais et sur décision 
exclusive et unilatérale du projet.  

S’agissant de la vie en collectivité et de la sécurité des personnes, le participant est dans 
l’obligation juridique et morale de communiquer clairement à Cybelle Planète toutes les 
informations nécessaires liées à son état de santé.  

 

mailto:info@cybelle-planete.org
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Medical questionnaire 

(To be filled by the ecovolunteer) 

  

Last name, First name: 

Name of the ecovolunteering project:  

Country :  

Participation dates : 

Age :   

Height:   

Weight :   

Blood type :  

Allergies? (if yes please explain) 

Describe your allergic reactions 
 

Do you have a regular medical treatment to take? 

If yes for what medical condition? 
 

Do you often take prescription drugs (without needing to 
mention birth control and malaria prevention treatments) 

 

Do you have respiratory conditions (such as asthma)?  

Are you a smoker? How many cigarettes/day?  

Do you have high cholesterol?  

Do you have heart problems?  

Do you have abnormally high blood pressure?  

Do you suffer from a chronic disease?  

Are you diabetic (even if only controlled through dietary 
adjustments)? 

  

Do you have gastro-intestinal problems?   

Does your health require a specific kind of diet?   

Do you have an eating disorder?   

Do you have Crohn disease?   
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Are you anemic ?  

Are you epileptic? If yes do you take a specific treatment for it?   

Do you have neurological problems? If yes are you taking a 
specific treatment for this?  

  

Have you had any head trauma or other head injury with loss 
of consciousness in the last 5 years?  

 

Do you have arthritis ?  

Do you have orthopedic problems?  

Do you have frequent back problems?  

Do you have the capacity to do moderate physical exercise 
(such as 10 km of walking)?  

 

Have you had any complications following surgery, an injury 
or fracture of your back, arms or legs?  

 

Do you have any notable skin problems?  

Have you had one or more surgical operations in the last two 
years? 

Have you been hospitalized in the last two years? 

If yes, please explain the raisons  

 

Is there a specific detail about your health that Cybelle Planète 
should know? 
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Please rate your degree of aptitude in terms of the 

criteria below 

 Good Average Weak 

View (including correction if needed)    

Hearing    

Capacity to walk    

Capacity to walk on difficult terrain    

Swimming    

Stateof your back    

Capacity to carry    

Energy and vigor    

Endurance    

Agility    

Balance and coordination    
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Psychological and emotional evaluation 

Do you suffer from psychological or mental problems? (Anxiety attacks, depression…) 

Do you suffer from Claustrophobia or agoraphobia? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you currently taking a medical treatment for psychological symptoms or following a continued 
psychotherapy? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If yes what effect could this have on your participation in a work team or in your general communal living? 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

How would you globally rate your overall mental stability? 
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A remplir par votre médecin traitant 

Depuis combien de temps suivez-vous votre patient ? 

 

Date:  

 

J’atteste avoir bien examiné (nom et prénom du patient)…………………………………………… aujourd’hui. Nous avons 

évalué ensemble la compatibilité émotionnelle et physique entre mon patient et la mission d’écovolontariat 

dans laquelle il/elle souhaite s’engager. Compte tenu des réponses apportées je pense que mon patient est tout 

à fait qualifié pour participer à ce genre d’expédition. 

Nom du Médecin:  

 

 

Signature 

 

 

Tampon/cachet 
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Engagement médical écovolontaire : 

Je soussigné(e) …………………………………………… atteste avoir pris connaissance des informations fournies à propos 
de la condition physique et mentale requise pour participer à la mission…………………………………………… 

 

Je déclare sur l’honneur que toutes les informations sur ce formulaire sont correctes et qu’en cas de 
changement relatif à ce formulaire d’ici le début de ma mission, j’en informerai Cybelle Planète. 

 

Je déclare avoir bien informé mon médecin sur les activités auxquelles je serais susceptible de participer ainsi 
que sur le pays et les conditions de vie sur place.  

 

Je déclare avoir fait et être à jour de tous les vaccins obligatoires, conformément à mon pays de destination,  et 
avoir bien pris connaissance des traitements préventifs recommandés.

i
  

Je déclare avoir pris connaissance des exigences et recommandations de la mission d’écovolontariat à laquelle 
je compte participer. 

 

Je comprends que si j’ai pris la décision de ne pas faire les vaccins et/ou les traitements recommandés que je 
suis le seul responsable en cas de problèmes de santé lié à ces derniers. J’accepte en conséquence les 
éventuelles limitations posées par le projet et comprend que ses dernières visent à me protéger ainsi que les 
autres écovolontaires ou les  animaux sauvages. 

 

Je déclare avoir compris qu’il est de ma responsabilité d’informer ma compagnie d’assurance voyage de mon 
état de santé physique et mental avant mon départ. 

 

Je donne mon accord aux membres de la mission et à Cybelle Planète de transmettre les informations 
contenues dans mon questionnaire, en cas d’urgence médicale ainsi qu’à mon assurance de voyage si 
nécessaire. 

 

 

Signature __________________________ Date _________________________ 

 

 

                                                             
i
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